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Carotid body paraganglioma (CBP)

➢Females > males. 

➢Etiologies : 
▪sporadic  85% 
▪Familial  10% and is inherited in an autosomal dominant 

pattern.
▪hyperplastic  5% (chronic hypoxia induces carotid glomus 

cell hypertrophy)

➢ Bilateral CBP in 32% of the familial cases,  and < 5% in 
hyperplastic and sporadic cases 

➢Presentation: 
▪Asymptomatic, slowly growing painless mass
▪Symptoms like dysphagia and odynophagia



Discussion 
➢Familial paragangliomas are linked with genetic syndromes
▪Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome
▪Neurofibromatosis type 1
▪Multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) type 2A and type 2B

➢Younger patients are more likely to develop familial type 
paragangliomas, which are more likely to be malignant

➢10% chance of malignancy:
▪ Following CBT excision. Malignancy is diagnosed through 

metastatic dissemination

➢Patients with a short life expectancy (three to five years) 
should suggest primary radiotherapy as an alternative to 
surgical excision 

➢Systemic chemotherapy for malignant CBTs has not been 
thoroughly investigated



Shamblin Classification

NO considering to the vertical extension of tumors.





PUMCH Classification
(Peking Union Medical College Hospital )



KFSH&RC Experience 

➢April 2011 and December 2021 :  64 patients 

➢Familial cases occurred in 5 patients (7.8%) :
▪3 patients had bilateral lesions
▪2 of them were SDHD (succinate dehydrogenase complex 

subunit D ) positive by genetic testing 

➢2 patients on preoperative workup had metastasis 
disease 

➢Patients divided into 3 groups :
▪Groupe I   (Shamblin I)    14 (22%) 
▪Groupe II  ( Shamblin II)  34 (53%) 
▪Groupe III ( Shamblin III) 16 (25%)



Patient Demographics By Region
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Patient demographics, presentation, and tumour 
characteristics 



Management
➢All patients underwent CBT resection 

➢preoperative embolization , on 1 patient

➢External radiation was done adjuvant to surgery in 2

➢ICA direct repair was required in 3, and ICA graft was 
performed in 2

➢In all 64 cases the tumors were completely excised.

➢Complications: 
▪Stroke 1.56% and mortality rate 0 in 30 days. 
▪Cranial nerve injury was in 11 (17%)
▪Vagus nerve resected in 2 patients (3.8%)
▪Horner syndrome with dysphonia in 2 (3%) patients 



Postoperative neurovascular complications

Table 2. Postoperative neurovascular complications, number (%) 

Vascular repair  

     ICA direct repair 2 (3.12) 

     ICA graft 1 (1.56) 

Postoperative CN deficit  

     IX 2 (3.12) 

     X 5 (7.81) 

     XI - 

     XII 2 (3.12) 

Horner's syndrome 2 (3.12) 
ICA, Internal carotid artery; CN, Cranial nerve 

 



Follow Up 

➢The average duration of follow-up was 2 
years and 9 months.
➢Recurrences occurred in 5 (7.8%) of the 
patients, with 2 of them being identified as 
SDHD positive mutations through genetic 
testing
➢Chemotherapy and radiation oncology were 
used to manage recurrences
➢Residual disease was detected in 4 patients 
which were followed up with CT



Mandibulotomy for CBT type V



CTA Pre Op Embolization 





Intra Op Findings





Results
➢The largest systematic review and meta-analysis
▪4418 patients with 4743 CBTs.

➢(97%) underwent excision,

➢only 21% underwent pre-operative embolization.

➢Results:
▪30 day mortality  2.3% 
▪30 day stroke rate  3.5%
▪30 day CNI rate  25.5%
✓persisting CNI at 30 days was 11.2%

▪neck hematoma requiring re-exploration was 5.25%
✓not reduced by pre-operative embolization (5.92% 

vs 5.82%)

CBT excision is associated with considerable perioperative risk , especially with 
increase the Shamblin classification of the tumor.



Conclusions 

➢CBT Treatment include conservative management, 
radiotherapy, or surgical resection but Surgical 
resection is the sole curative treatment.

➢Mortality & morbidity are low when operated with 
good planning & at specialized vascular surgical setup. 

➢The size, nature, and character of the tumor are an  
independent predictor of Neuro-vascular injury.

➢Permanent peripheral neural injury is < 6%.

➢No evidence that routine preoperative embolization 
reduces bleeding complications or makes the 
operation easier. 
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